HOTELS
Easy to find! Hard to forget!
The SORAT Hotel Regensburg is located
in the center however stands absolutely
quiet at the rock bridge. All destinations in
town are easy to reach by foot. With the
car you will reach Regensburg over the
motorway A93. Exit the A93 Regensburg/
Pfaffenstein. Drive towards Stadtzentrum
city centre and Oberer Wöhrd. Follow the
hotel guidance system. Your car can be
parked in our underground garage.

Germany
SORAT Hotel Ambassador Berlin
SORAT Hotel Brandenburg
SORAT Hotel Cottbus
Auszeit Hotel Düsseldorf
Hotel Conti Duisburg
ferrotel Duisburg
Hotel Central Hof
Hotel Agneshof Nürnberg
SORAT Hotel Saxx Nürnberg
SORAT Insel-Hotel Regensburg

Distances:
Bus 1, 2, 6, 11/Station Thundorferstraße
stop: 800 m,
Nürnberg airport: 105 km,
München airport: 110 km,
Intercity railway station: 2 km,
A93 motorway/
Regensburg-Pfaffenstein exit: 3 km.

www.sorat-hotels.com

Pure lust for life!
Let your day end at the panorama lounge
bar. Our highlight is without compromise,
the creativity of our kitchen in our
Brandner restaurant, one of the top
addresses of Regensburg. Enjoy an
evening in the restaurant or on the
Danube river patio with a spectacular
scenery for a romantic dinner of two.
There are many ways to spice up your
life, you just have to try!
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Dolce vita at the Danube!
Regensburg is not reasonless the World
Heritage Site and is called Venice of
the north. Where else can you combine
in noble boutiques and sightseeing of
historical preciousness. Spoilt for choice!
Should it be a cappuccino at one of the
lovely street cafes? Afterwards a tour
to the Thurn & Taxis castle? Then the
imposing St. Peter cathedral with a concert of the Regensburger Domspatzen?
Regensburg is pure lust of life!

REGENSBURG
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Müllerstrasse 7 · D-93059 Regensburg
Hotel: Telephone + 49 (0) 941 / 810 40 · Fax + 49 (0) 941 / 810 44 44
Reservation: Telephone + 49 (0) 30 / 21 90 23 76 · Fax + 49 (0) 30 / 21 90 23 77
Internet: www.sorat-hotels.com · E-Mail: regensburg@sorat-hotels.com

BEAUTIFUL LIVING
GDS codes: Galileo: WV91474 · Sabre: WV19625
Worldspan: WVGSRE · Amadeus: WVZPMINS
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Business comfort: Explore variety.
From the garage, directly to your generous
room at your desk, there is WLAN, free of
charge. Relax and meet your colleagues
at the Danubes lounge bar with a
stunning view to the Danube river and the
Steinerne Brücke stone bridge towards
the old historic town.

Feel timeless elegance.
67 generous rooms and 8 suites.
Luxurious marble baths and a cozy
and timeless interior design. A noble
panorama lounge with bar and patio and
the Brandner restaurant with a unique
view to the Danube river. In the SORAT
Insel-Hotel Regensburg a mix of beautiful
living and elegant luxury life, will meet
your expectations.
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Commited to nobleness!
Royal breakfast and sightseeing: In the
SORAT Insel-Hotel Regensburg you have
got the World Heritage Site in view! Then
from here you can enjoy from nearly
everywhere a fantastic view over the
Danube towards the old historic town
and the cathedral. Crowned through our
service with soul, for our extraordinary
guests, we will literally spoil you
throughout your duration.

Fitness and nature.
In the morning, you can jog along the
Danube river and greet the beaver in
front of the hotel. Afterwards enjoy our
expanded breakfast with a view to the
Danube river. If you are looking for peace
and quietness from everyday life or
want to stop by Princess Gloria or need
a styling tip, then visit our sauna area
with cosmetic studio. Relax your body
and soul.

Conference comfort:
Enjoy competence.
Creativity and innovation potency for
meetings and events for up to 250
persons with high niveau. Meet effectively
in the SORAT Insel-Hotel Regensburg.
In all five meeting rooms you will find
modern technology. The high-speed
internet connection is free of charge.
Cabled or uncabled! Also here in charge
of the right fl ow of thoughts is the view
of the Danube river.

Healthy food for brainstormers!
For a perfect development and
aprofessional assistance, why not take
a vitamin break on the business gallery
or a refreshing break on the Danube
riverside patio. We have for every taste
an idea and make sure to keep up to
yourschedule. For you we have also got
the right incentives such as highspeed
on the Danube river or art and culture for
smart heads!I
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